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OTTERBEIN UNIVERSITY, 
--LOCATED AT--
WESTERVILLE, OHIO. 
-·+-
TWENTY minutes' ride from Columbus, the capital of the State, by the C., A . & C. railway , 
·· -five trains each way daily. The last, or forty-sixth, year was, in every way, the most 
successful in its history, with unusually bright prospects for the fut ure. Both sexes admitted to 
the same advantages. Fine literary societies, athletic and Christian associations, ninety to 
ninety-five per cent. of the students Christians. New assoc iation and gymnasium building, the 
first of its kind in the State. 
Westerville, the site of the University, by means of the Columbus and Westerville electric 
railway, now under contract for construction, becoming suburban to the city, and having its ad-
vantages, but not its disadvantages, is one of the most beautiful , healthful , intelligent. and moral 
towns in the State, and is constantly im proving . 'There are no saloons or other low places oi 
resort. The University is standard in its courses of study and faculty . Instruction thorough; 
woral and Christian atmosphere unsurpassed. It offers the following courses : 
Undergraduate : 
Classical, 
Philosophical, 
Literary, 
Normal, 
Music, 
Fine Art, 
Business. 
Graduate : 
Philosophy, P e d agog ics, 
Politica l and Socia l Scie n ce, 
Indo-Ira nia n L a ng u ag-es a n d Comparative Philolog), 
Latin L an g u age a n d L iter ature , 
Gree k L a n g uage a nd L it e rature , 
English L a ngua g e and Literature, 
Mathema tics. 
Exp~nses as low as c~n be fo und a nywher<for the same a dvantages an d r accomm od at ions. Students a dmitt<d 
at a ny ttme. Terms begm September 5, 18 94 , J a nua ry 2, and March 25, 1895. 
For catalogues a nd other informa tion , a ddress the President, 
~EV. <9HOMAS ~· SANDE~S, @H. D., 
WESTERVILLE, OH 10. 
~ 
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I). J. ~USTDER, D.D. s., 
Dentist __ 
In oftlce every 
Thursday, Friday and Saturday, 
SuNbury, Ohio. 
J. W. MERCHANT, 
LOANS, 
Real Estate and Fire Insurance 
NOTARY PUBLIC. 
Office in Weyant Block; WESTERVILLE, 0. 
F. M. VAN BusKIRK, D. D. S., 
Corner State and Main Sts., }- --
OFFICE UPSTAIRS. 
WESTERVILLE, 0. 
D. S, SEELEY. L. R, SEELEY, SEELEY, EELEY & 
IBEL, 
H. T. SIBEL. 
- DEALERS IN-
Call and see us when you want t o buy or sell. 
Office, Room I, Moses Block, WESTERVILLE, OHIO. 
CAN I OBTAIN A PATENT? For a 
prom~t answer and an honest opinion, write to 
lUUN N & C O. , who have bad nea rly fifty •ears' 
experience in the patent business. Commtinica. 
tlons strictly confidential. A Handbool< oflq. 
formation concerning Patents and bow to ob. 
tain them sellt free. Also a catalogue of mechan .. 
ical and scientific books sent free. 
Patents taken throug'b 1\Iunn & Co. receive 
~g~~i~r~0~~~~~lAh~~~l;Y)~~~;e1h~c~~bn~'~rtb~ 
~ut cost to the inventor. This splendid paper 
1ssued weekly. e legantly illustrated bas by f ur t he 
larges tion of any sc ientiH'c work in the 
world. ~ar. Sample co.pies sent free. co~~~~' 2a cent~?nE~t?r~t~~~te~ goi~i;fns 8~~:~~~ 
tifuJ plat~s, in colors, a~d phot ographs of n ew 
houses. w!th plans, enablmg builders to show the 
latest designs and secure contracts. Address 
.MUNN & CO., NEW YORK, 361 BROADWAY. 
MEDICINE A SCI ENCE. REMEDIES NoN-POisoNous. 
G. H. MAYHUGH, M.D., 
Physician and Surgeon. 
Office Markley B!k. Residence Bank Bldg. 
HOUGHTON & PRICE, 
DENTISTS, 
Furnish to their Patrons everything Kilown in the Art and 
Science of Modern Dentistry. 
x8 , xg, and 20 Y. M . ·c. A . Bldg., COLUMBUS, 0 
D. W. COBLE, ,M. D., 
P hysicia n 
and Surgeon,_ 
Resi!lence Cor. State and Park Sts., Westerville, 0 . 
A. W. JONBS, M.D., 
Physki'6.n 1\.nd S ur1eon, 
Office over Keefer' s Drug Store. } 
Residence on West Home Street, 
WESTERVILLE, OHIO. 
J. B. QUNJit, ill. D., 
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon, 
Oftlce and Residence, 
SOUTH STATE STREET, 
Ohio.~ 
A BRILLIANT STUDENT. 
Head of the class, perfect recitations and examina~ions, en-
vied by all. To attain such honor a good memory IS neces-
sary. The new physiological discovery·--:Memory Restor• 
ative Tablets quickly and permanently mcrease the memory 
two to ten fold and greatly augment intellectual power. 
Diftlcult studies, lectures, etc., easily mast ere?; truly marvelo~s, 
highly endorsed, your success assured. Pnce, $1 .. 00, postpaid. 
Send fo r circular. 
nEnOR.Y TABLET CO., 114 sth Ave. , N.Y. 
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The KNOX SHOE HOUSE. 
Tennis and Bicycle Shoes a Specialty. 
You are cordially invited to call on. 
Dr. KEEFER, The Druggist, 
-FOR-
FinB 3tationBry, Tabl0ts, ~oaps, Brush0s, 
Perfumes, Sponges, Select Toilet Articles, 
Pure Drugs, 
And anything in that line you may need. Fine 
Goods at Fair Prices. 
S. W. DUBOIS, 
CITY BARBER. 
Ft'rst-Class Workmen and 'Prompt 
Attention to Business. 
First Door South of Post Office, 
WESTERVILLE, OHIO. 
FOTOG RAB~S. 
WESTERVILJ,E, OHIO. 
Choice ALL GOODS NEW. 
Family 
Fresh and Salt MeRts in 
sea.<on . Pure Leaf Lard. 
Home-made Mince Meat. 
Groceries. 
M. D. WATERS, Agent. 
<><l CLOUSE & CARTER, I><> 
UNDE~Tl1Al{E~S 
~N:ALERS IN FU~NIT11U~E. 
Latest Styles of Wall Paper, 
Window Shades, Etc. 
Picture Framing Done to Order. 
Call and See Us. 
North State St. WESTERVILLE, OHIO. 
--:7---
-----------------------------------------
FERSON & WILLIAMS, 527 1-2 N. High St., Columbus, 0. 
Special low rates to students. Proofs} 
shown before you leave the gallery. For rates see W. 6. KINTIGH. 
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EDITORIAL. 
THE question of junior and senior publics still 
hangs in doubt on account of the failure of the 
faculty to come to an agreement. It dies hard 
and will have few mourners to attend its ob-
sequies. 
lT is not the purpose of the lEGIS to elec-
tioneer, but every voter who is a friend of 
Otterbein should not fail to cast a ballot for our 
honored alumnus, Judge John A. Shauck, re-
gardless of party affiliations. 
IT is decidedly unkind in the faculty to de-
prive the ladies of their escorts from society on 
Thursday evenings. But the gentlemen are 
not to be thwarted in this way. If rumor be 
true some of them have made fast friends with 
the janitor, whom they say is a kind-hearted 
man if you only know how to approach him. It 
is understood that he has provided a waiting-
room for certain parties, where they can enjoy 
themselves in peace until the sessions of the 
societies are over. If this reaches the ears of 
the faculty we would not be surprised to hear 
of the janitor being suspen'ded. 
THE article in this number from the pen of 
Prof. L. H . McFadden, entitled "The Jumping 
Bean," is very interesting, showing how the 
scientific mind can make an apparent insignifi-
cant affair a thing of much thought and study. 
This is the first of a series of articles to be fur-
nished by the members of the faculty, which 
we hope to continue through the entire year. 
IT is gratifying to note the improvement 
being made in the college library. The selec-
tion of books seems to be made with a view to 
quality and not quantity. Any student who is 
desirous of making investigations along modern 
lines of thought will find an abundance of valu-
able material in the college alcoves. A number 
of new books will soon be at hand, and those 
desiring to see certain works added, should 
hand the titles of such to any member of the 
library committee. 
How IS THIS matter about students reciting 
with open books before them? It is thought 
to be a good way of ''bluffing" the professor, 
which however we are inclined to doubt. And 
yet what is an industrious fellow to do, whose 
mind is so occupied with the more important 
things of life that he has no time to waste on 
his studies? We are all as lazy as circum-
stances will permit, and sorne of us a good deal 
lazier, and yet it is doubtful if there is anyone 
either so busy or so lazy that he needs to come 
to dass without any preparation. 
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THE organization of a reading circle by Prof. 
Zuck among the sophomores, juniors and sen-
iors is certainly a move in the right direction . 
This affords an excellent chance to become 
familiar with the standard works of English 
authors. Do college students give sufficient 
time to standard works? It would not seem 
so, judging from the ignorance displayed by 
some of the higher classmen along this line. 
Everyone who possibly can should seize this 
opportunity for broader development. 
THE practice, which is so prevalent, of hurry-
ing through the prescribed course of study is 
by no means commendable. True there are 
those who may take twenty hours or even 
more, and make as high grades as the one who 
takes the prescribed sixteen hours . Grades are 
not the acme of college work, but development. 
It is not what we rush through, but what we 
apprcipt iate to ourselves that makes the educated 
man. The curriculum is prescribed by wiser 
heads than ours, and each study is intended to 
be a stepping stone to the next higher, and 
thus the course becomes a unit. By taking ad-
vanced work before we are prepared for it, we 
destroy this unity and thus become losers. 
Thoroughness is what is wanted in our work, 
and no man, except he possess extraordinary 
ability, can thoroughly master more than six-
teen hours per week. There is enough in a 
Greek preposition to occupy a lifetime in study.' 
The German schools excel us in thoroughness, 
because they move more slowly and compel the 
most minute investigation. To become a 
scholar requires time and patience, and the way 
one studies when in college will largely deter-
mine the thoroughness of his life's work. The 
cost may be heavier, and you may enter active 
life a year or two later, but you will be abund-
antly rewarded for your patience and thorough 
work. 
No ONE can contemplate the number of 
schools owned and controlled by the U. B. 
Church without feeling that this matter has 
been largely overdone. The Church in its zeal 
for education founded school after school with-
out counting the cost, and as a result she has a 
large number of minor institutions struggling 
for an existence, and not one which holds as 
high a rank among colleges as the numerical 
strength of the Church demands. At this day 
when the tendency of all Churches is to build 
up strong educational centers, it is folly to at-
tempt to support all of these second-class 
schools, which sap the vitality of the older and 
more reliable schools of our denomination. 
There is no reason why a Church of upwards of 
two hundred thousand members should not 
support a fir~t - class university. If the same 
energy and the ~arne means that are being spent 
in this loose disunited system of education 
were centralized, it would make an institution 
to which we could point with pride, and which 
would take its place among the best. Not that 
. anyone is ashamed of Otterbein, for it is a 
marvel that she has so long maintained her ex-
cellent standard of word, with the half-hearted 
support she has sustained. It may look like 
defeat to retrench in our educational work, but 
it is only answering to the demand of the age 
for centralization, without which our system 
cannot hold its own against those of other 
organizations. 
The historical position, as well as the geo-
graphical location of Otterbein makes her the 
nucleus for this centralization. In brief, there 
should be but one United Brethren school be-
tween the Alleghany mountains and the Missis-
sippi river, and that school should be Otterbein 
University. This would doubtless require sac-
rifice on the part of some, but where the best 
interests of the Church are concerned there 
should be no one to offer objections. This 
would mean a higher standard of education 
among our people, and a better standing arrong 
other church organizations. 
A NEW FEATURE AT OTTERBEIN. 
E. LUELLA FOUTS, '89. 
''Fall in! H eels together, toes out, hips 
back, arms at sides1 chest up, chin in, head 
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erect, eyes to front!" is the call which sum-
mons the gymnasium pupils to their class work. 
With feet marking the left, right, left, right, 
as the music leads, the pupils already feel rested 
and recreated, and the march to foot marks 
brings them to position ready for systematic 
work. Vigorously and diligently is each muscle 
brought into action by . freehand gymnastics 
until the body is roused from lethargy and ready 
to perform new feats. Then follow exercises 
with wands, dumb-bells and Indian clubs, each 
with its special object for correction and devel-
opment. A refreshing run closes the exercises 
in light floor work and the remainder of the 
hour is given to traveling and flying rings 
and chest weight and jumping exercises. 
The above routine constitutes an hour's rec-
itation in the new gymnasium at Otterbein. 
Although the furnishings in this department 
are meager, the work has for its object that 
which a fully equipped gymnasium offers; viz, 
the development of the body in health and 
physical strength. We cannot afford to despise 
the day of small things, and the very fact that 
Otterbein has at last a humble beginning in 
systematic gymnastic work should interest both 
students and faculty. The fact that the gym-
nasium is not fully equipped is no reason that 
good work cannot be accomplished. There is 
no excuse for the round shoulders, hollow 
chest, ungainly carriage and slouchy pose of 
the body so commonly met with and which are 
not only aesthetic defects but do great injury 
to the health. We must have the erect body, 
elevated chest, and elastic step which bespeak 
physical and mental vigor. It is no difficult 
task to find those who think they have no need 
of the simple exercises of light gymnastics and 
would ignore d t1mb-bells and wands, thinking 
to acquire the hand-stand on parallels, fly-away 
on rings or giant swing on the horizontal. 
These exercises are well enough in their place, 
but until we learn to stand and walk properly, 
the more complex gymnastics should not at-
tract too much attention. Any rational means 
that contribute to bodily health a,nd vigor in-
crease the power of intellectual and moral ac-
q uirement and culture. No better authority 
on light and systematic gymnastic work can be 
found than the renowned Sandow and Attila, 
two of the best physically educated men in the 
world. The latter says: "The best way to 
acquire physical powers is to throw physic to 
the dogs and maintain a strict observance of na-
ture's laws. Study the problem of health and 
strength as you would a profession. Exercise 
moderately, persistently and judiciously." San-
dow believes exercise properly taken to be the 
panacea for all ills. I quote the following from 
his article in the June Cosmopolitan : '' The 
parallel bars and much of the apparatus of gym-
nasiums, I have found of little use. My faith 
is pinned to dumb-bells, and I do all my train-
ing with them, supplemented with weight lift-
ing. I would impress upon the young reader 
that excessive exercise is injurious. The usual 
idea seems to be that it is valuable in the ratio 
of its severity. Quite the contrary is the truth. 
The most valuable results in the complete mus-
cular development of the body are reached by 
the simplest and lightest exercise. Anyone 
may build up and strengthen his muscular sys-
tem as I have done by following my methods 
of physical training, which are so simple that a 
child can follow them, and which I most ear-
nestly recommend to all in search of health and 
strength. It is not the mere acquisition of 
strength or even skill in the performance of 
certain feats that should be aimed at, but that 
degree of health and vigor ~f mind, which shall 
best fit the race for its various vocations. 
THE BIBLE A TEXT=BOOK. 
MRS. LIZZIE HANBY COLLIER, NEW ATHENS, 0. 
The Bible is rapidly assuming the place in 
literature and moral culture which it should 
pre-eminently occupy. Holding the phenome-
nal relation that it does to history, morals, 
literature and civilization generally, who can 
withhold it the supreme place it so royally de-
serves? The Mohammedan University at Cairo, 
with its ten thousand students, has for its chief 
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study the Koran, the book which Carlisle has 
described as "insupportable stupidity." . 
· The most learned nation of the world sets 
the example, and the German Gymnasium has 
the study of Christi mity extending throughout 
all its nine years' course. The Bible itself is 
studied in German, Greek and Hebrew, taking 
up als0 its history, biography, poetry, epistles, 
prophecy and doctrine, the life of Christ, the 
missionary journeys of Paul, the growth of the 
church, the history of the Reformation and of 
modern missions. A single society is scattering 
this wonderful book in two hundred and sixty-
s.even different tongues and dialects. Two 
centuries ago a book as large as an ordinary 
family Bible was filled with the titles of books 
written on this volume, and think what has 
followed. 
What a focalization of thought and intel-
lectual activity has been brought about by the 
International Lesson System. The printing 
presses of the world are teeming with the vol-
ume~ of this precious word. More than twenty 
years ago, ·a man could collect a library of over 
five thousand volumes, every one of which was 
written on the Epistle to the Romans, and 
commentaries are written and published on 
every book in the Bible. 
In writing to the Pall Mall Gazette, John 
Ruskin says: ''Let me tell you what the Bible 
is; it is the grandest group of writings existant 
in the rational world, translated with beauty 
and felicity into every language of the Christian 
world, and the guide, since so translated, of all 
t~e arts and acts of that world which have been 
noble, fortunate and happy." 
The literature of the whole Bible is a study 
upon which scholarly minds are directing ever-
increasing attention. - Every conceivable light 
is thrown upon it-exploration, collateral his-
tory and deep penetrating scholarship. It was 
composed by many authors, covering in the 
years of its composition one-third of human 
history. Authors wrote its inspired pages, 
numbering prophets and peasants, kings and 
fishermen, philosophers and poets, lawgivers 
and prisoners. · W auld you study history? 
The Bible is the foundation of all history. 
It is said that one chapter in Genesis contains 
a record of the early nations, which all the 
nations together could not supply. Bunsen 
calls it the most learned among all ancient doc-
uments and the most ancient among the learned. 
It is said that the books of Moses were written 
eleven hundred years before Heraclitus, the so-
called father of history, was born. Go to any 
general history and the first historical outlines 
are inevitably and universally taken from the 
Peutateuch. 
There is naturally a disposition in the mind 
of a thinking man to reach out and inquire into 
the first things. The earliest events of the 
human race are chronicled, and the earlie-st 
forms of thought and expression are portrayed. 
A thorough course of history cannot be imag- · 
ined independent of the books of the Old 
Testament. 
Would you plunge into the labyrinth of juris-
prudence? You will find the Decalogue given 
on the historic Sinai, and the Sermon on the 
Mount, the foundation and embodiment of all 
civil and ecclesiastical law. The eager student 
will find that the most scholarly writers in all 
the realm of ethics will lead their inquiring 
minds back of modern thought, far back in the 
dim twilight of the ages, and point with un-
erring finger to the handwriting of God on 
those wonderful tablets of stone. 
The fundamental principles of all good gov-
ernment are taken from the same inspired 
source, and the secret of all the terrible social 
upheavals which are shaking the nations of this 
day, is found in the fact of the continual viola-
tion of the one great rule laid down for all man-
kind, and only in the study arJ4il practice of the 
Golden Rules by employer and employe, by 
high and low, can true peace and prosperity be 
obtained. 
Every department of literature is exemplified 
in the canon of the Holy Scripture. Seek you 
biography? Where can you fiRd more in-
tensely interesting characters than are found in 
Abraham, Moses, David, Esther or Paul? 
Where more thrilling events than those given 
' ; 
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in Old Testament history? It is said that 
"Joshua's subjugation of Canaan was a great 
military movement fraught with more far-reach-
ing c0nsequences than the Norman conquest. 
Jerusalem, the city of twenty-seven ~ieges, has 
as weird a history as any on the globe. The 
Galilean sea, but thirteen miles in length, has 
witnessed events more marvelous than the great 
and classic Mediterranean." 
VVhere in literature is there found finer style 
than in the matchless forms of David, or the 
unparalleled imagery portrayed by the aged 
divine on the lonely Isle of Patmos. In the 
Psalms we have Hebrew poetry which sweeps 
thrr)ugh all the range of passion. The ecstatic 
pulsations of delight are expressed with a 
mc.ster touch, and the deepest minor chords of 
sorrow, of abject humiliation. of heart-rending 
bereavement, and soul-stirring emotion, are all 
found in the workmanship of this matchless 
poet. In speaking of the eighteenth Psalm, 
Prof. Francis Bowen says; ''I know not any-
thing in all Greek, L'ltin, or English poetry 
that matches the sublimity and grandeur, the 
magnificent sweep of the providence of God as 
manifested in the phenomena of nature." 
Carlyle, the deist, calls the book of Job ''one 
of the g randest things ever written with a pen," 
adding ''there is nothing written, I think, in 
the Bible, or out of it, of equal litf'rary merit. 
Where can be found a more perfect romance 
than is found in the book of Ruth; the book 
which the critical Goethe calls the loveliest 
specimen of epic and idyl poetry we possess?" 
Where in all the range of literature can such 
matchless words of wisdom be found as are 
crowded into the book of Proverbs. From 
this wonderful canon the master minds of all 
ages have drawn their inspiration. Without it 
we would never have had the priceless treasures 
given to literature by such as Milton, Young, 
Pollok, Dante and Bunyan. Half the beauties 
of Goldsmith and Whittier, Longfellow and 
Tennyson would be lost were they robbed of all 
the Scriptures have done for them. Some 
one has said: ''There is scarcely a book writ-
ten or a speech made that is not somewhere 
enriched by imagery taken from the Bible." 
Where is there a grander piece of oratory 
than that of Paul before Agrippa, whom he 
caused to tremble on his throne ? Should the 
youthful mind enter the realm of art, it would 
plod through paths where one stands spell-
bound before the master pieces of the ages, 
which have derived their choicest themes from 
the Book of books. Witness Leonardi da 
Vinci's ;<Last Supper," Raphael's "Transfigur-
ation," and the world-renowned paintings of 
the Madonna. Michael Angelo caught his 
highest inspiration in sculpture from the Holy 
Scripture. The student in music finds his soul 
stirred to the very depths as he hears the sub-
lime music of Haydn in ''The Creation," and 
of Handel in ''The Messiah." 
Take up the study of geology; read the story 
of the creation as written on the rocks, and you 
are led to the sublime truth of God, as voiced 
in the first words of the Bible-"In the begin-
ning God created the heaven and the earth." 
Plunge to lowest depths, analyze and classify, 
and all, and everything testifies to the everlast-
ing truth which becomes more vivid and more 
real, until you realize that in all the changing 
theories and opinions, the words of the Bible 
are as immovable and everlasting as the rock 
Christ Jesus. There is no real conflict between 
the truths revealed in nature and those revealed 
in the Word. The profoundest investigations 
only emphasize more deeply the truths · laid 
down by Moses. 
Exploded theories and visionary expositions 
lie all along the pathway of the world's seekers 
after truth, but the book which should be the 
supreme text-book for all mankind. has stood 
the test of thirty centuries, and while in these 
lat~r years stupendous explorations and excava-
tions are being made, the tabulated stone, the 
monumental histories a re rising up all over the 
ancient world and testifying to the mighty 
truths which have withstood every opposition, 
criticism and other iconoclastic blows. 
Pres. Sanders attended the seBsions of the 
Central Ohio Conference the first of the month. 
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THE JUMPING BEAN. 
PROF. L. H. M'FADDEN. 
An attraction in some shop windows this 
summer was a tray of restless seeds, or frag-
ments of seed pods. A placard informed the 
passer-by that the capsules were Mexican 
jumping beans, and that for a smail considera-
tion the shopkeeper would share his animated 
seeds with him. 
Through the kindness of a friend one of these 
strange seeds. came into my possession last 
August and furnished for a time an interesting 
subject of study. 
The alligator pear is not a pear, neither is 
the Mexican bean a bean. It is the fruit, or 
rather one-third of the seed case, of one of the 
Euphorbias, a family of plants known in this 
zone only as herbs with milky juice. In the 
tropics the family is large, many of the species 
being shrubs and some of them trees. For 
the satisfaction of any who may want more 
precise information it may be added that the 
plant from which the jumping capsules come 
belongs to the genus Sebastiania, and it is 
found in Mexico. Three species of Sebastiania 
grow in California, all producing jumping cap-
sules, but none of them appears to have been 
studied to any extent. 
The curious spectacle of a seed, or any de-
tached vegetable growth, hopping about as if 
"possessed'' probably is not so anomalous as it 
seems at first sight. The minute galls growing 
on the leaves of our common white oak are 
quite lively for some time after they drop to 
the ground. Doubtless many other examples 
have escaped observation. 
The motor .vhich causes the gymnastic exer-
cises of the Mexican bean is a larva a little less 
than one-half inch long, not unlike the ordinary 
worm found in apples. In fact the two larvae 
are relatives; each is the product of an egg 
laid by a very small moth ; the one in the Mex-
ican bean is known to entomologists as carpo-
capsa sa/titans, while the one in the apple is 
carpocapsa pomonella. The latter-the moth 
pomonella-lays its eggs in the blossom end of 
the apple soon after it is formed, and the larva 
as soon as it is hatched bores its way into the 
fruit. It is probable that the larva gets into 
the Me{Cican bean in much the same way, but 
instead of leaving it soon after the fruit is de-
tached from the plant, or before, as is true of 
pomonella in the apple, it seems to make the 
seed a rather permanent abode and larder as 
well. 
How a soft larva enclosed· in a rigid seed pod 
several times longer than itself can not only roll 
the pod but make it jump bodily from the 
ground is difficult to comprehend. The case 
of a boy-a boneless boy-nailed up in a big 
store box making it hop along the sidewalk 
would be analogous. 
My first experiments with the "bean" led 
me to think the motions were not random, but 
to some degree purposed and executed ''head 
first." Subsequent observations confirmed this 
view. The preliminary movements after a pe-
riod of rest were always feeble and uncertain 
in direction, but sooner or later a decided 
choice of direction was manifest. However a 
series of observations upon half a dozen or more 
beans is needed to expand the above conclusion 
into a generalization. 
Without entering into too detailed an acccunt 
of the experiments thus far pursued, which 
have been very simple, a few observations and 
conclusions respecting the movements may be 
given: 
As a rule when iying undisturbed in a cov-
ered box the bean has been perfectly quiet for 
days. Rarely a gentle tapping would be heard 
in the box indicating that action had begun 
spontaneou.sly. 
The first observations of its movements are 
made by placing it in the middie of a sheet nf 
paper marked by parallel crossing lines into 
half inch squares. The light was the ordinary 
diffused light of a room. Two trials gave almost 
exactly opposite results as to direction. In 
from ten to fifteen minutes the bean jumped 
from the paper having traveled about twelve 
inches by a very crooked path. Subsequent 
trials in strong sunlight and lamp light gave 
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quite uniform results in direction, away from 
the source of the light. 
Some experiments were varied by placing a 
shelter of some kind in the path the bean was 
pursuing; wben this was reached the move-
ments became slower and, although the experi-
ment has never been continued long enough to 
bring the bean completely to rest, the disposi. 
tion to stop under the shelter was unmistakable. 
Heat rather than light seems to be the stimu-
lus that excites motion, since the bean begins 
jumping in from ten to twelve minutes if the 
box containing it is exposed to the rays of a 
lamp or the sur).. This does not conclusively 
exclude light as an exciting agent, but thus far 
no opportunity of employing light without heat 
has occurred. 
Another fact observed is that rudely disturb-
ing the bean while in action, as in picking it 
up or turning it over, will bring it to a perfect 
standstill for a few minutes. One is forcibiy 
reminded in this action of th]'! 'possum playing 
noticeable in almost every rank _ of the animal 
kingdom. 
It cannot be doubted that there is a purpose 
in the movements of animated seeds and galls, 
but what the purpose is not so apparent. The 
observations above noted are too meagre yet 
to afford more than the narrowest ground even 
for speculation. To conclude that the move-
ments are executed for the protection of the 
larva by transporting it to the shelter of leaves 
and rubbis his quite plausible. But why the larva 
should laboriously carry its house about with it 
while hunting shelter instead of leaving it by a 
back door as its relative in the apple does is 
not easily answered. Perhaps away back in 
the dark ages of carpocapsa sa/titans, when it 
was in the habit of making speedy egress from 
fallen seeds, some of the larvce some summer 
on account of the unusual toughness of seed 
coats may have had serious trouble in boring 
out, and in their frantic str11ggles to break the 
case they may have rolled, seed and all, into 
depressions out of sight of the enemies that 
usually preyed upon them in their unprotected 
state. To remain in the seed may on this ac-
count have become through inheritance a fixed 
habit of the species. 
On the other hand, perhaps sa/titans' relative, 
the apple worm once rolled apples off to safe 
retreats and was compelled to break the habit 
because apples in the course of time grew too 
big to be rolled by an inside motor. Perhaps 
--, but this is speculating. 
THE TEACHER.' S INTELLECTUAL LIFE. 
BY SUPT. ED. D. RESLER, '9 I. 
[Read at the February teachers' meeting of the Wester-
ville Public Schools.] 
Some of the greatest teachers have not been 
great, because of pre-eminence in some special 
line of investigation. Not a few, mdeed, have 
been wonderfully deficient in even ordinary at-
tainments, along certain lines. In fact, so 
prominent has been this deficiency, that it has 
been preserved in history beside the record of 
their greatness. It would neither be scientific, 
nor logical, however, to argue that their great-
ness is ascribable to thei'r inferiority in some 
particular, or even that their consciousness of 
this failing spurred them on to greater effort in 
other respects. This short-coming was only 
an accident or rather an incident in their career, 
having no part in their greatness, unless as a 
barrier to their further usefulness or greater 
achievement. While it is true that extraordi-
nary ability in any study entitles a man to rec-
ognition and often brings renown, still fame is 
not assigned to him because of his pre-eminence 
as a teacher, but as a scientist, a philosopher or 
an original investigator. Neither unusual fit-
ness or unusual unfitness in some one branch of 
study, then, contribute directly to a teacher's 
greatness. Nor can it be referred to the phys-
ical, and with some limitations, even the moral 
may be wanting. To explain the last statement; 
it may be possible for a person guilty of gross 
immorality, but not exposed, who is in ' other 
rec;pects highly gifted as a teacher, and who 
conducts himself in the presence of his pupils 
as a man of upright character, and whose name 
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stands before the general public as a synonym 
of integrity, to exert a powerful influence for 
go"od. If, at last, he be discovered, it cannot 
undo his past as represented in the permanent 
character of his pupils, although it may shake 
their belief in human nature, which in itself is 
not an unmixed evil. 
We may inquire, then, what is the secret of 
this power which may be possessed by the good 
and bad alike? It must be said as an indirect 
ns wer, that the elements of greatness are prac-
tically the same in all professions, though they 
will be manifested in divers ways. It is the 
ability to enter into sympathy with those whom 
you wish to influence, and to move them to 
deliberate action. Unquestioning or blind obe-
dience from fear or even from its opposite, love, 
is not the highest manifestation of this ability. 
The first proposition you will grant; the second 
you may question, but let us see. We may 
love a person for selfish reasons, or by artifice' 
we may secure the love of others, or still deeper 
and baser, we may by personal charm or mag-
netism or strong personality and will power, 
obtain the mastery and thus enforce a seemingly 
beautiful obedience. But greater than all this, 
high above such standards, is that influence ex-
erted not through fear, or love, or blind obe-
dience, or selfish desire, but because of an over-
whelming sense of truth and right and justice, 
deliberately considered and independently acted. 
Indeed, that teacher who thus succeeds with-
out personal appeal to self interest or fear or 
love, either expressed ,or implied, and even 
where almost hated at the time as an individual, 
may and no doubt often does yield far greater 
influence in the end. In fact, by appeal to our 
own experience, we must come to the conclu-
sion that those persons v.rho have exerted the 
greatest lasting influence ort our fixed habits 
which we call character, have not always, if at 
all, been those whom at the time, we loved most. 
To express this thought more concisely, we 
may ' use the term P E RSONALITY and inquire 
whether it be an endowment bestowed at birth 
or a something capable of infinite growth and 
development. What is personality? Is. it mere 
being? Is it a part of an all pervading essence, 
crystallized in individuals? To be sure, spirit 
life has much in common, and although each 
separate soul is spirit, and as such in close rela-
tion with all other souls, yet there is ·one attri-
bute which must be entirely unique, namely 
the self, the ego, the person. So we say, such 
a person has a strong personality and such 
another person seems a mere cipher, a figure-
head without volition or self assertion. Per-
sonality is assumed with life and ought and 
must be strengthened into vital activity along 
with the other powers of being. 
Physiologists say the body undergoes a com-
plete change in about seven years, and yet it is 
the same individual and it may be without much 
physical alteration. The change has been grad-
ual ; it is the same person and not the same 
person, every fiber, perhaps, different and yet 
everyone governed by the character of the pre-
vious one. There may be some analogy to thi~ 
in personality. It is true that motives and 
aims have much to do in the latter instance, 
and as such may be changed in an instant and · 
so give an entirely new direction to life, but 
still personality is not a coat to be put on and 
off at pleasure. 
It is the personality of the teacher with which 
we have to do now, and not that of the pupil, 
and a;; the subject is as broad as the sea but a 
very small portion of it can be viewed in this 
connection . How shall personality be made 
assertive? We might argue along the line of 
the physical as manifested in heredity, environ-
ment, natural scenery, etc.; or along the line of 
the moral as shown in abstract principles or the 
teachings of religion. The intellectual life of 
the teacher w bile not all, or even the greater 
part of the influences engaged in developing 
personality, nevertheless plays an iw portan t 
part and in fact a most vital one, as for the one 
already a teacher, the greatest moral and ph ys-
ical impression has alrt"ady been wade. 
That this statement is subject to exception, 
no one will deny, but the "exception only proves • 
the rule." It is poss ible, of course, that the 
physical may undergo a radical change, but 
birth and childhood cannot come again, and so 
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after all, the greatest influences have had their · 
effect. As to the d i scus~ion of the moral, it is 
presumed that the teacher, by his contact with 
pupils and the rigid examination which he 
must undergo as he is meafiured by his pupils 
and again and again by himself, bas established 
himself firmly in this respect. 
Nnw with regard to the intellectual, there can 
be no growth without reading and thinking, the 
one implying the other. 0 f course observation 
and experience tl-'acb us, hut in reality call forth 
as much ind1viduality as they develop. To the 
one who would quit threshing over old straw, 
who would develop in himself a never failing 
supply of ideas, which when used, like tbe hy-
dra'l:l heads, when one was cut off, two appeared 
instead, there is but one way, through the me-
dium of thoughtful reading. It must not be-
t5Upposed that Original research and direct neture 
f'tudy is of le~s effect, but rather of greater bene 
fit and higher usefulneFs, but this must be pre-
ceded by the other. 
What sha.ll the teacher read? What shall he 
think? It is as important, if not more so, that 
be read and think aright as that be read and 
think at all. How often, when looking back 
0ver our past reading, do we regret that some 
on 9 bad not instructed us what to read. Those 
who have the greatt-st fondn~ES for reading in 
childhood, do not make the bt-st l:ltudents. The 
trouble is, that the kind of rt>ading done is such 
that Mitber on account of the character of the 
subject matter, or on account of the careless 
manner of the reading, it in reality rPsults in 
more harm than good . Again SGch a taste is 
deve! opHd for light reading, th01t tberH is no 
pleasure in s·>rnetbing f'uhstantial, and wher. the 
individual's energy is consumed in the school 
room, he is little Inclined to battle against his 
corrupted taste, and cuI ti vate a fond ness for that 
which is unpleat>ant tu him. However, if he 
wishes to live and grow, be mu~t overcome his 
dislike, and turn his hatred to love. Learning 
to enjoy good literature is like learning to eat 
oy~ters: some like them from the first; others 
cu 1 ti vate the taste only after repeated tria Is, 
while others never. It is not important that 
one l:lhould learn to eat oysters, but it is vital 
to one's intellectual life to learn to enjoy good 
literature. 
By beginning with what is of interest to us 
personally or· profe· sionally, we may soon behold 
the entire range of our litt:rary view sparkling 
with delightful anticipations. Our reading nat-
urally divides itselt into two classes: profes-
sional and general, and some would say also add 
a special study indept.pden t of the profesl:lional. 
We should be well read in the history of ed uca-
tion, in the lives of great teachers, in the great 
fundamental principlt>s, and especially should 
we be familiar with the nature and functions of 
the mind which we are supposed to properly 
develop. If it be true that teaching is as impor-. 
tant a calling as law or medicine or theology, 
one cannot beclltne a competent teacher any 
more easily than a proficient lawyer or doctor 
or preacher. The state laws r• quire careful prep-
aration of the doctor and lawyer and the church 
of the minister, but there is little demanded of 
the teaeber. This aboence of compulsion, how-
ever, we may look at, as a compliment, but 
shoulrl not therefore neglect what plain duty 
and honest conviction require. 
The benefits derived from such study need 
not he enumerated; as well number the advan-
tages of eating or exercising. Aside from the 
material results obtained by such study, there is 
a real growth arising from contact with a master 
mind, in whatever claHs of literature found. 
Only those who have been grounded iu the old, 
can hope to be pioneers in the new, and he who 
has mastered well the paRt, is alone ready for 
the future. 
But not only in professional study, does the 
teacber find inspiration. Wha t ever in litera-
ture appf'als to intellect in any •·apacity, has an 
intimate relation to his work. I, there any ex-
perience in thought too unique, to ever occur 
again? Are the difficultif'S ovt>rcome in the past, 
never to be encountered afresh? Have the ele-
ments of beauty once discovert-d, forever disap-
peared ? In short, is anything pronounced great 
by history and embalmed in literature, too insig-
nificant for further study? 
Says President Anderson : "The teacher of 
the future must have a comprehensive idea of 
thfl condition of modern thought in all depart-
mente, and the power and learning of a master 
in that which h~< assumes to teach ." * * * 
"He only can teach who looks down upon the 
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elements of his department, from the heights of 
broad and solid attainment." * * * "Ex-
ample is better than precept, inspiration is better 
tba.n instruct'ion.'' Thomas Carlyle says: ·'It 
depends on what we read, after all manner of 
professors have done their best for us. The true 
univeraity of these days is a collection of books ." 
From Emerson, the following: "The student 
must embrace solitude as a bride. He must 
have his glees and his glooms alone. His own 
estimate must be measure enough, his own 
praise reward enough for. him. And why must 
the student be solitary and silent? That be 
may become acquainted with his tbonghts." 
From Palgrave: "We read at once too much 
and too little. Multtvrn non rnu lta. Without a 
pedantic exclusion of lesser and lighter matters, 
let one who wishes his natural mental rights 
and position, read mainly the best books, and 
begin again when the series is ended. Life is 
not long; but the available list is briefer still." 
* * * "It is books thus read that 'give 
growth to youth and pleasure to age, delight at 
home, make the night go by, and are friends 
for the road and the country.'" 
If we may gather from the above quotations 
of eminent writers, the one prevailing thought, 
that careful, thoughtful, scholai-ly reading, fol-
lowed by just as careful, thoughtful, scholarly 
thinking is an imperative condition of intellect-
ual growth, the object of this paper shall have 
been accomplished. 
It is only by reading that we can become con-
versant with the past; thus only may we enjoy 
the acquaintance of many master minds. It is a 
great thing to be a citizen of a noble country; 
it is a greater thing to be a citizen of the world. 
The broadest possible culture, the deepest sym-
pathy, thfl most cosmopolitan mind can thus be 
attained. The nation is the enlarged individ-
ual; the world is an extensive self. E ~ery man 
is a. miniature cosmos, a nd every child is a litt le 
man. Car. learning be too great? Can cuiture 
be too broad? Can sympathy be too profound? 
It is a little learning that is a dangerous thing; 
it is narrow culture and shallow sympathy 
which we mu st avoid. When instruction shall 
be considered unimpor tant, wh en inco mpetent 
teaching shall arouse no rebuke, when a p re-
mium shall be awarded for intentional crimi. 
nality, then may the teacher relapse into mental 
stagnation. No, not even then; for high above 
such standards as duty to pu pi! and state, is 
duty to self and God. Life and time are oppor-
tunities tor enlargement of self, for broZ~.dening 
the soul's boriznn, for the glorification of. hu-
manity; and eternity can offer no more inspir-
ing prospect than a never-ending succession of 
enlarging views of the sublimity 11nd beauty of 
the universe and the mysteries of Infinity. 
Y. W. C. A. NOTES. 
Our president, Miss Ada Lewis, has been 
quite sick, but we are glad to report her conval-
escing. 
Miss Edith Turner has organized a Bible 
trai.ning class. Miss Turner is well qualified for 
this work having taken special study along this 
line at the L11.k:e Geneva sum mer school. 
The state committee has accepted our invita-
tion to hold the Y. W. C. A. convention at this 
place this year. The girls are anxiously await-
ing the time for it to convene, Nov. 15-17. 
A great interest is being manifested in Bible 
study this year. Quite a large class has been 
organized with IVus. Sanders as leader. We 
bespeak success for this class, as this lady by 
the wqrk done in former classes has clearly 
demonstrated her competency for this work. 
The day of prayer for young women, Oct. 11, 
was appropriately dbserved. The early morn-
ing prayer meeting, subject, ''Abiding in Christ,'' 
John xv:7, was led by Miss Sadie Newell. The 
afternoon tservice, subject, "All called to a Iight-
eous life," Acts. x:34, 35, was conducted by Miss 
Alma Guitner. Both meetings were well at-
tended a:1d abounded in good feelings. 
THE Y. 11.. C. A. WORK. 
The meetings of the past month have con-
sisted of a missionary meeting led by N. J. 
Mumma, which was made very practical and 
ioteresting by leader and members, and three 
prayer meetings led reo; pecti vely by MP.ssrs. An-
derson, Bear and Funkhouser. The meetings 
have been of an intensely interesting character. 
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The new students are now for the most part 
enlisted in the association work, and this, to-
gether with the earnestness manifested by the old 
members lends much promise to the department 
of the Christian work of the collPge. 
A pleasing feature of the meetings is the spirit 
of brotherhood manifested by the boys toward one 
another. Sociability among the members and a 
pure clean life in the individual determine largely 
the success of the association work. Endeavoring 
to make thes.e prominent in our work. we may 
hope to witness a g~neral awakening of power 
and a zeal for the winning of souls. We may 
expect to see manifested a still deeper realiza· 
tion of the object of the association and a cor-
responding increase in membership and spiiit-
ual blessing. Let each member take it upon 
himself to clo his p;~,rt in making the work of 
the coming month even more successful than 
the month just closed . . 
A prominent feature of the meetings of the 
coming month will be an address by ProfeFsor 
F. E. Miller on the evening of Nov. 15. The 
other meetings are scheduled as follows: Nov. 
1, "Promises . of Help," Matt. xxviii:20; Isa. 
xli:10, 21. Leader M. H. Mathews. Nov. 8, 
"Duty and Work of Example, "Matt. v:13, 16; I 
Peter ii:12. Le~tder L. H. Bradrick. Nov. 22, 
"AE<surance of Eternal Life," John v:lO, 12. 
Leader R. A. Longman. 
Af\ONG OUR EXCHANGES. 
Bishop Kephart speaks in glowing terms of 
the attendance, enthusiam and work at Otter-
bein University.- WatchwoTd. 
The University of Michigan Fends out a class 
of seven hundred and thirty-one members this 
year, the largest class ever graduated in an Amer-
ican college.-Exchange 
The EaTlhamite, of Earlham college, Rich mood, 
Ind., celebrated its majority by uniting with the 
Phaenixian of the same school. The united 
paper retains the former name as being mor~ 
suggestive of the college. 
The first number of the Kilikili k, the successor 
of the H eidelbe1·g AT_qus, is before us. The Kil-
ikilik is published by the students of Heidelberg 
University; the A rgus having been issued by 
outside parties, an arrangement which was not 
entirely satisfactory to the student body. The 
lEGIS extends greetings to the Kilikilik. May 
Eurus, Zephyrus, and the rest of them smile on 
its voyage. 
"If you love me darling 1ell me with your eyes." 
Thus the ardent poet rlid in song propose; 
But the saucy maiden , much to his snrpriee, 
Without look or gesture, answered with her noes. 
-Adelbert. 
The Earlhamite, of Oct. 15, contains an addreE's 
on "College ];thics," delivefed by Pres. John, of 
De Pau w, before the students of Earlham college. 
Thinking that the sentiments of the lPcture 
deserve a wider publicit._v we quote the following 
paragraph: "Put into plain English the senti-
ments which prevails in many college!', whether 
profesoional or literary, is this: To tell a lie is 
wrong on the street, but right in collPge. To 
use personal violence is wrong in a saloon but 
right in college. To boycott is wrong in Ireland; 
wrong even ir: the business circles of the United 
States, but right in a college. To destroy prop-
erty is wrong in a cow-boy, but to deface walls 
or to carry off gates and sign-boards is right in a 
college student. To bowl and screech on the 
street is wrong in a drunken man and should 
consign him to a diet of bread and water, but to 
make night hideous with unearthly yells is a 
sign of culture, provided the yells proceed from 
the throats of college boys." 
LOCALS. 
The members of Dr. Scott's sophomore Latin 
class are reading Eutropius' History of Rome, at 
sight. 
How we smile w ben the president announces 
"a meeting of the male members of the junior 
class." 
A number of Otterbein students attended the 
Republican rally at Columbus Monday, thir-
teenth in s t. 
The "little birds" have been telli.ng Dr. San-
ders a few things, on which he commented a 
fe w mornings since. 
The beginner's claEJs in French has been di-
vided into two sections, one of which recites at 
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9 a. m. and the other at 3 p. m. The division 
was made .on account of the large number of 
studt'nts in the class. 
A college button is in prepar:.ttion and will he 
a nobby affair. Messrs. Barnard and Stanley 
have the matter in hand. 
The beautiful moonlight nights have afforded 
excellent opportunities for evening strolls, an 
opportunity of which many have taken advan-
tage. 
The unearthly noiRes head in the collt'ge 
building after thP 8J)journment of the literary 
societies on Friday evenings are said to be very 
annoying. 
The pre~:;ident's li1tle talks on whistling, 
jumping down stair .~, and a few other little 
noiRes in the college seemed to have had their 
desired effect. 
A few Sttndays ago Bishop Kephart delivered 
an able and el, ·quent Rermon in the collt'ge 
chapel' on the subject •·Opportunities and the 
consequences of their neglect." 
A straw ride plan ned for Wednesday night 
the 17th inst, w~s postponed on account of the 
footb>~.ll players, who were compelled to he very 
careful of their sleep before the 0. W. U. game. 
"There is a better spirit for literary work 
this year, than ever before," said Mr. Morrison 
recently. ''The bookA bought by the studeuts 
this, year are of a higher order, and the sales 
have perceptibly increased.'' 
It is bad enough to use a translation in 
preparing a language lesRon, but when one 
mutilates hi~ "handy litt-r~tl" by cutting out the 
leaves and taking them along to class it is time 
for an in veRtigation by the professor. 
The tennis club is at present in fine condit:on, 
the membership being largll and the property of 
th'3 clnh in excellent shape. The coJrt is almost 
continually occupied hy merry p 'ayerf', notwith-
standing the attraction of f,w tball and other 
sports. 
The sophomore ciHss yell is as follows: 
"Whoop-a-la Heioh Hip Hi Hi, 
Vincere omnia quod sinit nigh 
Fli ppi ty, flop pity, flop, flop, flop, 
'97, '97 semper on top.'' 
A large number of the students attendecl the 
Democratic and Repub!ican meetings on Thurs-
day and Friday eveni·ngs last, at the town hall, 
and heard the iss uPs of I he campaign disc uPS• d 
by Congressman Jos H. Outhwaite and his 
opponent Mr. Wat~¥on. 
Tha clas<~ of '96 met and organized lately as 
follows: PreRident, C. B. Stoner; viee presi-
dent, J. E. Eschbach; secretary, J. M. Martin; 
treasurer. W. R. Schror.k; poet, F. 0. Clements; 
clags historian, W. L. Richer. Therll were just 
enough offices to go around. ' 
At present t:here are in the senior class nine-
teen merubers, in the junior seven, in the sopho-
more twenty-six and in the fresh man fi tty, 
making a total of one hundred and two in the 
collegiate department. The freshman cl11ss is 
the largest in the school's history. 
The freshm~tn and sophomore classes are or-
ganizing teams, and ~e :nay expect Rome inter- . 
esting development~-< soon ir. the way of a match 
g r.une between these two classet!. Judging from 
the m'lterial of thePe clitsses it would he ciilficult 
to pr~>dict which will be the victor. Bt>th are 
confident of success. 
The reading circle has selected Milton as the 
first author for study. L'Ailegro, II PenQeroFo 
and Lycicias will h~ reHd along with De Qnincie's 
biography, anrl the ~riticai eQsays of Macaulay, 
Lowell and Brook. The circle will number 
about thirty, and will me~>t weekly for the dis· 
cussion of its various reHdings 
The members of the sophon.ore class are agi-
tating the qtlf'stion of puhliFhing a coll1 ge an-
nual. A committee haR been appointed to can-
vass the Atudents and the town in order to ascer-
tain what support may he expel'!ed, and their 
efforts are meeting with fair succrRR. Every 
loval friend of Otterbein Rhould rally to the 
support of this comrllendahle Pffllrt. 
If puhliFhed the annual will be a better aci-
vertisement tor t.he ('OIIPge than any CHtalogue, 
or agent, and will bring Otterbein into grt'ater 
prominence. Those deAiring to a<id their names 
to the list of suh~cribers may leave t.hem wit.h 
any member of the committee, viz Miss Shauck, 
Messrs Stewart, Criies and Mathews. 
The senior class has organized as follows: 
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President, C. A. Funkhouser; vice president, 
Miss Sadie Newell; secretary and treasurer, W. 
C. Whitney; historian, Miss Daisy Custer; poet, 
W. G. Kintigh. The class has protested againsi 
the revival of "Publico," hut the matter has 
been laid on the table by the faculty. 
The freshman class met in Dr. Scott's recita-
tion room a few Saturday's since and organized 
for the year with the following result: Presi-
dent, Miss Lenore Good; vice president, J. W. 
Stiverson; s ~cretary, Miss Otis Flook; treasurer, 
W. L . Btrnea; Cil.ptil.in of the football team, W. 
C. Teeter; sergeant, W. R. Pruner. The class 
now numbers an even half hundred. 
On the evening of the first inst. the Philophro-
nean Literary Society tendered a reception to 
her honored ex-active member, Bishop Kephart. 
R. E. B:>wer, president of the society, presided. 
Music was rendered by the Philophronean glee 
club and quartette, followed with a piano solo 
by Mis3 Arnold. President Sanders then spoke 
in a happy and encouraging _ vein of the pros-
perity of Philophronea, and of his pride in being 
one of her ex-active members. The Bishop then 
delivered the speech of the evening. he spoke 
of the fact that he was 0ne of the charter mem-
bers of the society, and made some interesting 
statements of the condition of Otterbein during 
the civil war, Qlosing with an amusing incident 
illustrating that in some respects at least our 
customs were about as they used to be. After 
the program some time was spent in social inter-
course, and all dispersPd feeling that it was ar. 
event to be looked back to with pleasure. 
OTTERBEIN VS. 0. W. U. 
Saturday, Oct. 20th, dawned bright and clear, 
and it was generally remarked that it was an 
ideal day for football. As early as 9 a. m. the 
enthusiastic 0. W. U. men began to arrive by 
the score, accompanied by tin horns, noise and 
yells galore. Fully one hundred Delaware men 
were in attendance. 
The game was called promptly at 2:30 with 
0 . W. U. confident of victory. The teams lined 
up as follows: 
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Bennett 
Barnes 
Rhodes 
Seneff 
Haller 
Long 
Davis, (Capt.) 
Gilbert 
Teeter, W. 
Teeter, C. 
Jones 
POSITION. 
Right End 
Right Tackle 
Right Guard 
Center 
Left Guard 
Left Tackle 
Left End 
Quarter 
Right Half 
Left Half 
Full Back 
o.w. u. 
Ehnes 
Williamson 
Sayers 
Shaw 
Cosler 
Crawfonl 
Beacom 
Clark 
Bass 
Wigger 
(Capt.) Welch 
Umpire--E. Barnard, of Otterbein. Referee--H. 
Brownwell, of 0 . W. U. Linesman--C. B. Stoner, of 
Otterbein. 
0. W. U. won the toss and chose the ball, 
Welch kicking off. Otterbein lost the ball after 
making heavy gains. Bass and Welch bucked 
·otterbein's line several times in vain. On the 
third down Bass was foiled in his attempt to get 
around the end and 0. W. U.lost the ball on the 
fourth down. Otterbein took the ball and by 
bucking the line made heavy gains, after which 
Davis took the ball, and making an end run, 
with splendid interference, placed the ball be-
hind the goal, but Brown well decided that the 
ball had not been put in play, inasmuch as he 
had called time to inquire about a decision. 
Otterbein yielded the point and in two 
plays forced the ball through 0. W. U.'s line for 
a touchdown. Jones kicked goal. Time was 
soon afterward called for the first half, leaving 
the score 6 to 0. 
The second half opened with Otterbein in 
possession of the ball. Jones kicked off and 0. 
W. U. gaining possession of it made heavy gains 
carrying it into O~terbein's territory, but lost it 
on four downs. Otterbein took the ball and 
forced it ba· ·k into 0. W. U.'s territory with 
steady gaias. Then Teeter encircled the end for 
a. forty-yard run and carried the ball over the 
goal line. Jones failed to kick goal and the 
score stood 10 to 0. 
0. W. U. kicked off. Otterbein made a good 
gain with the ball and soeadily forced it into 0. 
W. U.'s territory. On the five yard line the sig-
nal was given for a buclr and Jones carried 
the ball over. Jones kicked goal. 
0. W. U. kicked off and Otterbein again ·car-
ried the ball rapidly up to 0. W. U.'s twenty-
yard line. Jones was then sent into the line 
and in the scrimmage Cosier secured the ball · 
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and after a long run secured their only touch-
down. Within three minutes time was called. 
Score: 
Otterbein, ......... . ......... 16, 
0. w. u., ..................... 6. 
NOT E S. 
0. W. U.'!i team showed a lack of training, 
their men heing easily winded especially in the 
second half. 
The average weight of 0. W. U.'s backs was 
far above those of Otterbein. Otterbein's backs 
averaged hut 143 pounds. 
The schedule as now arranged is as follows: 
Otterbein vs. Denison, at Granville, October 27. 
Otterbein vs. Kenyon, at Gambier, November 3. 
Otterbein vs. Wittenberg, at Springfield, No-
vember 29, Thanksgiving Day. 
DE ALUMNIS. 
B. V. Leas, '91, of Delaware, was down to at-
tend the 0. W. U. vs Otterbein football game. 
A. C. Streich, '92, was in town a few days at 
the beginning of the month, arranging for post 
graduate under Dr. Scott. 
Robert Cline, '92, has been nominated for 
county surveyor of Montgomery county, 0. He 
is running on the Republican ticket. 
L. A. Thompson, '94, of Dayton, stopped over 
in the village on his way to New York, where 
he is engaged in pursuin,2; his medical studies 
at Bellevue Hospital. 
G. W. Jude, class '91, is still pursuing post- : 
graduate work in the historical department of . 
the University of Chicago. Mr. Jude will appear • 
as a contributor to the December number of the · 
lEGIS . 
N. R. Best, class '92, has gone to Plain City, 0., 
where he expects to establish and edit a news-
paper. Mr. Best was formerly connected with 
the U. B. Printin~ House, of Dayton, and is well · 
qualitied for his new enterprise. 
Dick Kumler, '94, took high honors in the 
fall athletic meet at Princeton last week. His 
record in the broad jump was 22 feet and 5 
~~lChes, and in the running high jul?p 5 feet 
5 inches. In both events Mr. Kumler took the 
first prize. 
The Commercial Gazette of Oct. 6 says: '·Resi-
dent graduates of Otterbein University at Wes-
terville, 0., met at the Y. M. C. A. Building last 
evening and organized a local Otterbein Associ-
ation, with Edgar R. Mathers as president, and 
R . L Blagg as f'ecretary and treasurer. The fol-
lowing are the charter mem hers: W. S. MatherP, 
J. E. Gilbert, Charles R. Kiser, S Carey Swart-
eel, W. V. Thrush. R. L. Blagg, R. W. Kohr, A. 
C. Streich, E. B. Kephart, E. R. Mathtlrs, S. J. 
Flickingf'r, Dr. A. Jay T1mberman. President 
T. J. Sanders, and ex-President H. A. Thomp-
son, of Otterbein University, and Bishop E . B. 
Kephart were entertained at dinner by these 
gentlemen, and the organization ot the local 
association was the result of the after-dinner 
talk. 
PE~SONALS. 
D. L. Davis visited home last Monday. 
J . S. Zent, of Roanoke, was seen in town 
recently. 
Miss Olie Bower has gone home on account of 
sickness. 
Earl Ammon visited his parents at Gordon, 
last week. 
Ben Hess, of South Columbus, has entered 
college again. 
Mi~ses Immel and Moyer lately visited friends 
in Columbus. 
D. L. E wry entertained his father, of Van-
dalia, 0., on the sixth inst. 
J. M. Martin, '96, visited old friends at Central 
College, Sunday, Sept. 30th. 
F. E. Noland, of Big Plain, has left college, to 
study dentistry at London, n. 
H. H. Haller visited Miss Mary Miller, of 
Maxtown, Sunday, the 30th ultimo. 
N. E. Cornettet, claf's of '97. filled the pulpit, 
at the chapel on the evening of the 30th ult. 
Harry Hunt, of Westerville, a former Otter-
bein student, is attending the Cleveland Medical 
University. · 
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W. M. Swayne's father visited him last week. 
Mr. Swayne is a prominent attorney of Ft. 
W ayile, Ind. 
"Doc" Miller has changed his course from 
Literary to Philosophical and will graduate in 
'96 instead of '95. 
Mrs. Dr. Gardner, of Plain City, 0., vieited 
her son who is a member of the Freshman class, 
the first of the month. 
W m. D. Morman, of South Charleston, has 
entered for a course. Mr. Morman is a candi-
date for junior standing. 
S. C. Markley has had the pleasure of enter-
taining tiis uncle, of near Cincinnati, 0 ., during 
a po; tion 'of the past two weeks. 
The college pastor, Rev. Fries was tendered a 
reception upon his arrival home from the con-
ference. The aft tir which partook of nature of a 
surprise was entirely informal · and wae~ greatly 
enjoyed by all present A numbAr of students 
were in attendance. 
The sophomore class has organized for the 
year as follows: President, Miss Katharine 
Thomas; vice president, W. R. Rhodes; secretary, 
Mtss Sherrick; treasurer, W. C. Crites. 
Prof. Kinnear, who had charge of the Davis 
Conservatory of music for the past two years, is 
at Oberlin College, directing a chorus of onP-
hundred voices, which is to render the "Messiah" 
at Christmas. 
Miss Johnson, professor of modern languages, 
paid a visit to Columbus recently in order to 
compare the quality of work done in the college 
there with her own. She reports Otterbein 
fully abreast with the times. 
Captain Stoner, who was injured in a practice 
game of football several weeks ago has resigned 
and Del Davis has beAn elected to fill the vacan-
cy. Although sorry to loose Captain Stoner, 
Capt. Davis is giving excellent satisfaction to the 
players. 
RIDENOUR & MORGAN, 
Leading Men's Hatters 
and Outfitters. 
Sole Agents KNOX WORLD-RENOWNED HATS. 
New Goods of Latel!lt Designs. (Special Rates to Students.) 
1 6 7 N. High Street, CoLUMBus, OHio. 
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STUDENTS~ 
S a v e Mone y 
by buyin g you r C 0 A L 
o f . 
Agent for Blue Elevator. 
See him and get prices. 
D. H. Seneff, 
0 . BEAVER, 
The State Street Butcher 
Keeps constantly on 
hand all kinds of 
~c FRESH BEEF. k_ 
Customers Receive Polite and Prompt Attentirn. 
WESTERVILLE, OHIO. 
The Coffee Kitchen 
153 North High St., COLUMBUS, OHIO. 
MEALS 25c. LUNCH 15c. 
Telephone 111. 
Cleveland, 
Akron and 
Columbus 
RAILWAY 
SCHEDULE. 
l .N EFFECT M.ll.Y ~0, 18 94 
SOUTH BOUND 
Central Time. I 2 I 28 I 38 4 8 
AM PM PM PM 
Cleveland .... . Lv '''8 40 ''8 00 t 1:l 45 t~ 25 .. .. 
Euclid Ave....... 8 52 8 11 12 57 3 40 .... . 
~ewburg ........ 9 04 8 29 1 l:l 3 55 A M 
Hudson.......... 9 41o 9 1:.! 1 55 4· 35 t5 35 
Cuyahoga ~-alls 9 55 9 30 2 JO 4 50 5 53 
{ A r 10 03 9 40 2 18 5 00 6 03 l.kron ...... Lv 10 07 L 9 45 2 23 1. 5 05 1.b 08 
~arberton .... . .. . 10 2:.! 10 01 2 37 5 21 6 24 
.Varwick ......... 10 36 10 16 :l 51 5 36 6 ~~ 
. {A r 10 53 10 35 3 15 5 5o 6 55 
Orr vJ, le ..... Lv 1u 58 10 42 3 22 Ar 17 10 
Holme•ville ...... ...... Ill 1:.! 3 52 7 42 
Millersburg.. . .... 11 35 11 2:.! 4 0~ 7 51 
Killbuek. .... . . 11 4b 11 35 4 16 8 07 
Brink Haren ........... 11 59 4 41 -- 8 3o 
Danville .............. !1214 4 5 ! 10 8 49 
Gambier .... ..... 12 32 12 2:.! 5 10-- 9 09 
{ A r 12 40 12 31 5 22 A M 9 22 IH,Vernon.. Lv 1. 1 00 L12 42 05 :.!7 t6 ~0 9 27 
Mt . Liberty.. . .... ...... ...... 5 45 6 nO 9 45 
Centerburg.. .... . 1 25 1 1 ~ 5 54 6 58 9 54 
3unbury ........ f l ~3 6 13 7 22 10 ,9 
Galena .......... . ... . .. 11· 36 7 :l6 1o L3 
llVesiervil e....... 1 54 1 57 6 29 7 371 HI 36 
Col umbus ..... Ar '''2 15 '''2 15 t6 55 '''8 05111 oo 
P M A ,M P I'll A M A M . 
Cincinnati. ...... ~~--~--~--
NORTH BOUND 
Central Time. 3 27 35 9 7 
AM p ~I AM p .. p )! 
\Jincinnati ~-----·- ·:·~ 00 ·:·g 00 
------ ---- -- ·----
- -
-- --
--
- -
Noon Night AM PM p M 
Columbus ..... Lv ''l:l 10 '''11 55 t6 00 tl2 30 t4 30 
Westerville .... . .. t12 3G 12 20 625 12 67 4 5'; 
Galena .... . __ ____ 
------
f 12 32 6 38 111 5 10 
3unbury ---------
------
f 12 36 6 42 1 16 5 15 
Centerburg t12 57 12 54 7 05 1 41\ 5 35 
loU •• .ibetty ...... 
---- -- f 1 02 7 13 1 56 5 45 
{ Ar 1 17 1 20 7 28 2 15 6 00 M:t. Vertwn.. Lv L12~L 1 30 L 7 :~i:J A r 116 20 
3 ambie r ......... 1 3~ 1 42 7 44 6 33 
Dan ville ________ . 
----· -
f 2 Ol 7 58 6 49 
Brink Haven ..... 
--- -- -
2 10 R 05 6 59 
Killbuck_ .. ___ .. _ :12 242 8 33 - - 7 33 
Millersburg...... 2 2! 2 54 8 lti 5 7 45 
Holmesville ... __ . ____ __ f ~ 05 8 56 -- 7 55 
Orrville -----{ t~ 2 55 3 4(1 9 27 AM 8 18 3 00 4 00 9 S'J. t7 15 8 38 
Warwick ______ __ _ 3 18 4 26 q 51 7 34 9 01 
Barber ton 3 32 4 49 10 08 7 5~ 9 18 
lkron -- --~~'{tt 3 45 5 05 10 25 8 09 9 35 3 50 J. 5 20 LIO 30 814 9 40 
Cuyahoga Fai t• __ 4 02 5 34 10 42 8 27 9 50 
Hudson __ __ ____ __ 4 15 5 50 10 55 8 45 10 Of> 
N'ewl>urg 4 50 6 30 11 30 9 25 PM 
H:uc lid Ave:::::-- 5 01 6 46 11 4~ 9 38 Ar. 
IJleveland _____ A i- ''5 1o '''7 00 tll 55 t 9 50 
p M A M AM AM 
• Runs Daily. t Daily except Sunday. fFhtg Stop 
, 1 Meals L Lunch . 
..-where no time is given trains do not stop. 
ll'or any information address 
CHAS. H . R OCKW ELL, 
Gen'1 Pass. Ae;'t, CLEVELAND, 0 , 
L. R USH B ROCK E N BROU G H , 
Traffic Manager. 
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MALCOLM McDONALD & CO., 
FASHIONABLE HATTERS. 
All the latest styles in Stiff, Soft and Si lk Hats. NOVE LTIES FOR YOUNG MEN. 
The best Hat made for t he money. 
MORTAR-BOARD CAPS 
At Reduced Rates to St udents. 
~UMBRELLAS AND GLOVES.~ 
67 S. High St., Opp. State House, COLUMBUS, OHIO. 
DAVIS & DOUGLAS, Westerville, 0., SOLE AGENTS. 
I REED & CO., , 
Sfi!f!PlrE fi ND Flf!NC\¥ 
Groceries, 
North State Street, Westerville, Ohio. 
10 per cent. Discount to Students! 
R.EADY=TO=WEAR. CLOTHING. 
Don't be a clam and pay a tailor $25 to $50 for a suit or 
o vercoat , when we can furnish you bot h for less than the 
t ailo r asks for either o ne. We will furnish you with a Cus-
to m-Made Suit , Overcoat o r Ulster for from $7.50 to $25. 
Tro users $2.50 to $6.50. Fit guaranteed. Yo u see what you 
buy when you get it fro m us. A tai lor may or may not fit 
you. We guarantee a fit or do n' t want your mo ney. 
FULL DRESS SUITS A SPECIALTY. 
No. 113 
North 
High St. 
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Goods Kept in Repair One Year Free of Charge. 
Open every evening until 8:30, except Saturday unt il 11 :00. 
COLUMBUS, OHIO. 
COL. E. BRIGHT, 
99 N. High, Wesley Block, Columbus, 0. 
- THE-
,opulaF=jriGed lilliney louse 
OF CENTRAL OHIO. 
Special Prices to Ladies of the College. 
When You Want 
FINE PHOTOGRAPHS go to 
llulligan 
Bros. ~ 
SPECIAL CLUB R ATE;S TO STUDENTS. 
Get up a CLUB, and secure Rates . 
All W ork Fini s hed First Class at our 
Permane nt Headquarters . 
Th9 Pft:lift:lr & Mulligan Bros. Art ~allt:lry, 
262 and 264 South High Street, 
COLUMBUS, OHIO. 
IEir WESTERVILLE BRANCH OPEN EVERY THURSDAY. 
Washburn Guitars and Mandoins, 
Sheet Music, Music Books , Str ings for all inst ruments, and 
General Musical Merchandise at I\OCll'S M.USIC STORE, 
110 S. Hig·IJ. St., three doors south of State St., Columbus, Ohio. 
Catalogue of 4,ooo pieces of 1oc _music for the asking. ___ _ 
• 
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DON'T BE MISLED. 
You will reg ret it if you don 't 
see our samples of fall a nd win-
ter clothing before buying 
SUITS, 
OVERCOATS 
and MACKINTOSHES. 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. 
BARNARD & STEW ART. 
RESTAURANT. 
----~-----~----- --------------------·---~ .. --.. -
-- - - -- - - -
Hot Meals and Lunch served at all hours. 
OYSTERS in all styles. 
THE BEST OF SOFT DRINKS ALWAYS ON HAND. 
W. D. WILLIAriS, Proprietor, 
Corner State and Home Streets, WESTERVILLE, OHIO. 
WA~D 
WEBSTER'S 
INTERNATIONAL 
Entirely N ew. 
Abreast ofllu Times. 
A Grand Educator. 
DIC1'IONARY 
Successor of the 
''UJtabridge d . '' 
Standard of the U. S. 
Gov't Print ing Office , the 
U. S. Supreme Cour t and of 
, nearly a ll the Schoolbooks. 
Warmly con:1mended 
by every State Superinten-
dent of Sch ools, and other 
Educa tors almost without 
numlJer. 
A College President writes: "For ease 
"with which the eye finds the word sought, 
"for accuracy of d efinition, for effective 
"methods in indicating pronunciation, for 
"terse yet comprehenSive statements of facts, 
"and for practical use as a working diction-
" ary, '\Vebster's International' excels any 
"other single volume." 
The One Great Standard Authority, 
So writes Bon. D. J. BrP.\VP.r, Justice U.S. 
Supreme Court. 
G. & C. MERRIAM CO., Publishers, 
Springfield, llfass., U. s. A. 
~Send to the pnblishen; for free pamphlet. 
~Do not buy cheap reprints of ancient editions. 
<§o~ELAND ~ f:?INNEY 
Always keep in stock the choicest 
GrocQries. 
Holmes Ho11se Block, Westerville, 0. 
ESTABLISHED 1875. 
General Steamship Agents and Railroad Ticket Brokers. 
Tourist Tickets to and from all parts of the world. Lowest Rates. 
272 NORTH HIGH STREET, 
Clinton Block, Columbus, Ohio. 
All Popular Patent l1.edicines, Stationery, Fine Cigars, &c. 
Physicians' Prescriptions Carefully Compounded. 
Cor. State St. and College Ave., 
o<J HEADQUARTERS FOR C>o 
CARPETS, CURTAINS, 
Draperies and Rugs. 
E stimates furni shed for Public Buildings, 
Private R esidences, and Institutions. 
Do._vid (.Be~~sie 
34, 36 & 38 NORTH HIGH ST., 
COLUMBUS, 
Wholesalers. 
OHIO 
Retailers. 
WESTERVILLE, OHIO. 
Z. L. WHITE & CO., 
Dry Goods, 
102 and ro4 N. High St., COLUMBUS, 0 
NEW EYE'S Catar !lcts, Scars or Films All oUlWED. Our homo 
t rea t ment UU RES Vi sea ro;c d E,,·t·s o r Lids when a ll 
othcrR fai l. """"; Inll•l P ·•'• t:•• 1\'ir u ·, .. J. f' a rnp1d l't f ree. 
~ v .1 .. 1:s.ai. A J Un.:os '..1.. ....... .....; .......... ~. ~...o.~.cns j) u.lu:~, .N. Y. 
Students' Headquarters lulhBFt Jbos. i ;o., 
- AT- ,-- 26 West 23d Street, New York, 
Dealers in Hig h- Grade 
J. W. MARKLEY'S 
t Depo._rlmenl 
~ Grocery.-
ZY.E.~~~Qg ..... ggQg,T,!~t. q u PPL!EZ, [ :(:) ........ , ........... . 
Agents for the Best Laundry in Central Ohio. 1 
I Football, 
Lacrosse, 
B a seba ll, 
Tennis, 
Gymnasium and Outing Goods 
- GENERALLY.-
\ 
l 
' F .................... T ............................................  '~'~'~""" ~.~.~?..~.~~~9. ...... ! 
DAVIS & DOUGLAS, 
AGENTS, 
&lobe f ailoFing ; o. 
MORRISON'S BOOK STORE, 
State St., Weste rville, Ohio, 
S uccesso rs t o n. B. F ANNING. 
'' fir st-c lass work, pro mpt deli very, and 
an effort to please" is at o ur end o f it ; 
know ing a GOOD THI NG when you see 
it is at t he other. 
The New Fall Sam pies 
IN Overcoatings 
AND Suitings. 
p ort ray t he 
co r rec t thing s 
We are also handl ing the latest styles in Hats, Caps, Neck-
wear , Hosiery, Underwear, Handkerchiefs, Suspende rs, Shi rts, 
Night Robes, Umbrellas, Not ions, &c. 
PAT RONAG E solicited . S ATISFACTION g ua ranteed. I 
U. B. PUBLISHING HOIISE, 
W. J. SHUEY, Agent, 
DAYTON , OHIO. 
··~·~· 
STUDENTS wi ll find a fu ll line of 
Text= Books, 
Reference Books and 
~tandard Works of t0.eneral Litere1 ture 
Cons tantl y in St ock. 
SPECIAL PRICES ON BOOKS FOR LIBRARIES. 
Send for prices on the 
lnlernoJionc.l Bibles, 
FINE PR INTING, 
BINDING, AND ELECTROTYPING. 
itudent;'T~~~k i tme f·Qe i venue ' aFlms 
Has in stock at all times a full stock o f 
Books, Fancy 
Albums, Stationery. 1 
. I 
Toilet Sets, Pens, Pencils, Ink, I 
GA nES, ALL KI NDS, 1 
And in fact anything a student wants, whether for study or I 
amusement. 
We o rder all o ur College Text-Books under direct ion of 
the professo rs, therefo re we alw:tys have the r ight book and 
t he proper edit io n. 
Examine o ur pr ices before purchasing elsewhere. 
J. L. ri ORRIS ON, 
foR FINE Ice Cream, 
Ice Cream Soda, 
Lemonade, &c., &c 
FINE DOUBLE PARLORS UPSTAIRS. 
EVERYTH ING NEAT AND CLEAN.---
~Specia l Atten tion G iv en to Ca t ing 
ll@'" for B a n q u e t s, 1-' artie s, &c. 
J. R. \\7 I IL LIAMS, 
W eyant B lock, Westerville, 0 . W . Colleg·e Ave ., WES'.rERVILLE , 0 . 
BUCKEYE PR1NT1NG Co., PRINTERs, Westerville, Ohio. 
